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Introduction
Businesses love printing and storing paper. Even with our PCs, electronic file
cabinets and the Internet, we refuse to stop printing – and storing even more paper
off‐site for safekeeping!
Since we can’t fully eliminate paper or electronic content, we have to identify where
it originates. The closer to the origination we get, the more we can reduce or negate
the manual handling – and the cost – that is often still required, even with fully
electronic or ‘automated’ systems.
Technology has evolved from Document Imaging to scan paper, to Workflow to
route the imaged paper, to Document Management to organize our file folders, to
Web Content Management to manage Intranet and Extranet documents – all are
now united as ECM. The influx of both paper and electronic documents still
presents an enormous business and economic challenge for any organization.
It must be met with a well thought‐out Document Capture strategy.

Why is Document Capture So Important?
Capture should rightfully be thought of as the ECM “on‐ramp.” Simply put, it’s the
starting point for where all content (such as fixed, transactional‐based content and
in some cases dynamic content, i.e., Word, Excel, etc.) should be ingested into the
ECM Repository or workflow process.
One of the most challenging aspects of an effective ECM solution rollout, and where
the majority of bottlenecks can and will occur, is within the Document Capture
process. If you break down the Document Capture solution set into its various
components (hardware, software, recurring expenses, facilities, etc.), one of the
most expensive subcomponents of the ECM rollout is the labor cost associated with
Document Capture.
This white paper will tell you what you need to know about Document Capture;
available system options; descriptions of on‐premise and SaaS models; and the costs
of traditional Centralized Document Capture versus the newest option: Distributed,
Web‐Based Document Capture.
•
•
•
•
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The Importance of Document Capture
In the ECM Strategy
In the Beginning …
Man created paper, folders and filing cabinets.
Man, thinking he was clever, said, “Let us rid
ourselves of printing paper and keep everything
in its original, electronic format on the PC.” So
man created electronic files, folders and
network shares and gave it a name: the
Electronic Filing Cabinet. However, man
refused to stop printing and produced even
more paper than ever before – duplicating his own processes! Compounding the
problem, he sent still more copies of paper off‐site to a great mountain for
safekeeping.
Man said, “There is still much paper, many file folders; the filing cabinets are single‐
user and take up too much space, and cost me much money.” Man then created the
World Wide Web and declared, “E‐mails, documents and pictures can now be easily
shared via the Web browser.” But man yet again realized that the paper wasn’t
going away any time soon. The paper, folders and e‐mails kept coming, and the file
cabinets, network and e‐mail folders continued to overflow. His pocketbook was
wearing rather thin.
To combat the abyss of paper, man invented Document
Imaging to scan paper. He then created Workflow to
electronically route the “imaged” paper from one
person to the next. Then, Document Management was
created to manage the electronic file folders more
efficiently. Over the years, Document Imaging became
united with Document Management. Web Content
Management was created to manage the proliferation
of documents on intranets and extranets. Not so long
ago, Document Imaging, Workflow, Document
Management and Web Content management became united, and all this stuff
morphed into Enterprise Content Management. Man in the end sighed and finally
concluded, “After all this technology I have created and money I have spent, I still
am left with an abundance of paper!” You now have the abridged story of 20‐plus
years of what is now called ECM industry.
The growing influx of
paper and electronic
documents create
enormous challenges for
any organization,
regardless of whether
they are public or
private.
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What’s the moral of the story? The growing influx of paper and electronic
documents create enormous business and economic challenges today for any
organization, regardless of whether they are public or private. For a number of
legitimate reasons (compliance, risk of litigation, regulatory pressures, etc.), each
organization must face the harsh reality that Content Management is a necessary
requisite in the 21st century. No matter how hard we try, entirely eliminating paper
from our business is seemingly next to impossible.
In an effort to cost‐effectively deal with the problem of paper, we must back the bus
up and begin to identify where the electronic content or paper originates. Not
always an easy task, but the further you go up the food chain, the better chance you
have of capturing the content in its original electronic format, thus potentially
negating the need to manually handle the documents (i.e. importing, scanning,
indexing, etc.). If you can’t capture the content electronically, you are probably left
with no other practical choice than “imaging” the documents via the good old‐
fashioned document scanner.
There are, however, many more questions that need to be asked once you reach the
document scanning conclusion. Your job is far from over! Take a look at the
questions below and you will see what we mean.

Questions and Choices about Document Capture System
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

What kind of scanner should I use?
Should I consider an MFP as my document scanning platform of choice?
What software should I utilize?
What’s the difference between thin and thick document capture
technology?
Should I utilize thin, thick or both technologies?
Can/do I capture at point of origin?
Should I capture to TIFF, JPEG, PDF, leave it in its original format or save it to some other
format?
Can I capture, index and process documents using only a web browser?
Should I shift the indexing responsibility elsewhere, whether internal or external to the
organization? Or move it to a centralized location?
Should I outsource any/all of the components of a document capture process (prepping,
scanning, indexing, archiving) of documents to a service bureau?
Is Software as a Service (SaaS) a realistic option for Capture, or must I always procure the
application in a traditional, CapEx, On‐Premise model?
Can thin browser technology perform similarly to that of thick client technology?
What security issues should I be taking into account?
Do I need to punch holes in my firewall?
What automation, if any, can I incorporate into the overall Capture process?

Are you beginning to see the point? Document Capture needs to have a well‐
thought‐out, disciplined approach to solving the Document Capture challenges
associated with your organization’s ECM strategy.
© Copyright 2009 CAPSYS Technologies, LLC.
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Document Capture Options:
Centralized, Distributed and Hybrid
A Capture solution consists of the following necessary logical work steps —
regardless of the vendor, product features or functionality: Acquire documents,
associate document pages, assign Metadata, automate, address exceptions and
archive to a repository. These logical steps are usually components or modules
within the Capture software, and are the basic building blocks, or DNA, of a properly
designed ECM Capture solution.
Graphic placeholder

A Document Capture solution can be approached in one of three possible ways:
centralized, distributed (also referred to as decentralized) or in a hybrid approach.
We will examine each of these approaches.

Centralized – As the name implies, all the Document Capture components that
make up a centralized Capture Solution — all of your clerical staff, software
applications, knowledge workers, servers, scanners, repository, etc. — are probably
located at your corporate headquarters (the gatekeeper). If your company has 12
locations around the country, for example, then documents are typically boxed up at
each location and periodically shipped to be processed at headquarters.
The problems with a centralized approach to document capture are many:
• Potential for lost or misplaced documents
• Latency in document processing and slow turnaround expectations
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•
•
•
•

Transportation/shipping costs
Need to hire dedicated staff to process the volume of content arriving at the
central office (creating a new cost center)
Space, power and environmental requirements
Equipment, software licensing, ongoing maintenance and support costs that
are significantly more expensive than alternative approaches

Surprisingly enough, the centralized approach has traditionally been the favored
capture model of today’s large corporations. (No wonder they are all struggling to
survive!) Why did they choose this route? “Centralize” is thought to be the natural
way to solve business problems in the IT world of large organizations. Additionally,
corporations like the idea of “keeping control.” To keep control, you choose a
solution that conforms to that gatekeeper mentality, and you keep the solution
close to the ivory tower.
There’s another reason why centralized scanning has been the de facto way to go:
Many IT staffers working for large corporations maintain a preconceived notion that
they can build the better mousetrap because “nobody knows our business better
than we do.” Hence, they have gone and built their own proprietary systems — in
this case, Document Capture systems.
Hmm, would that be one of your smartest business decisions? Ask yourself the
following question: “Are we in the business of X, or are we in the business of
researching and developing, maintaining, and supporting Document Capture
Software systems?” In all sincerity, can any organization legitimately justify the cost
of building a complete Capture application from the ground up, and then adequately
maintain and support it, along with the user base, over the life of the application? All
of this instead of using a product (or service, in the case of Distributed Capture) that
is readily available and ready to immediately serve the needs of its internal customer
base today (rather than, say, 6 or 12 months from if your company’s lucky). Can your
proprietary system remain competitive with the fast‐paced ECM industry, with all of
the technological changes that occur — specifically in Document Capture, with all of
its associated, granular subcomponents?
Legacy ECM vendors
are still locked into
the old way of
thinking about
software delivery.

Distributed – Document capture and indexing software
that enables users to scan paper documents and input
indexing (or Metadata) that will be used later for further
document processing and/or document retrieval purposes
— from any location.

Distributed Capture software is available either in the
traditional, installed‐on‐premise method or via the SaaS model, in which companies
contract the service and all users access the software using a Web browser.
© Copyright 2009 CAPSYS Technologies, LLC.
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Despite the high costs to customers, the majority of legacy ECM vendors are still
locked into the old way of thinking about software delivery – conventional,
application software installation on‐premise rather than SaaS.
Neither is the ECM industry immune from the “centralized is the only way” trend.
For years, many Document Capture vendors downplayed the idea of Distributed
Capture, saying it wasn’t practical because the technology wasn’t ready for prime
time. (We’ll blow this theory out the door in just a moment.) Recently, to address
the issue of Distributed Capture (because you the consumer have expressed a need
for such solutions), the legacy vendors have come up with technology that still
requires the installation of clunky “thick” client scanning software, makeshift black
boxes and/or expensive server platforms.

Hybrid – A Capture solution that combines document scanners with thick client
software (also referred to as production‐level scanning). Hybrid systems require that
software be installed and configured on a (dedicated) workstation that performs the
scanning, indexing and quality assurance functions. But, the jury is out on this
system, and here is why: There is no reason that a Distributed, Web‐based
Document Capture system can or should only be used “outside the confines of the
corporate office.” After all, who made up that rule?
Take that same feature‐packed Web‐based application, and use it internally within
the firewall. Heck, it is not a question of whether the Web application is up to the
task of running the scanner at production speeds. That theory was proven years ago.
It is really a matter of the level of integration that needs to be performed or can be
performed with the legacy line of business systems (and/or financial systems) that
the Capture Solution will be integrating with (using .NET, JAVA, Web Services, SOAP,
etc.).
We believe a Distributed, Web‐Based Capture approach is
where your organization’s primary focus should be today
and for the foreseeable future. The reason is rather simple:
lower cost. It’s not unheard of for mid‐market or enterprise
organizations to incur costs for centralized Document
Capture software systems (from traditional vendors) that
exceed six or seven figures. Is that really how much money
you’d anticipate spending on a Document Capture solution?

A Distributed, Web‐
based capture
approach is where
the focus should be
due to the lower
total cost of
ownership.

So far, we have yet to see where a Distributed, Web‐Based Document Capture
solution could not perform similar tasks to that of the legacy, thick‐client production
applications that ECM vendors have been selling for a decade or two.
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On‐Premise or SaaS: The Great Debate
Now you might be wondering, should I install my software on‐site (on‐premise) or
contract with a SaaS provider (or as Microsoft refers to it, “Software plus Services”)?
That is the great debate among those of us in the IT industry. No doubt on‐premise
is here to stay for the foreseeable future, but what about this SaaS thing? Is it
applicable to the ECM application stack, and more specifically, what about a
Document Capture process?
Stepping back for a moment and speaking in the context of IT, there is a
fundamental shift going on in how software, hardware and IT professional services
are acquired, used and paid for today, and this will likely affect the future of
computing by you, the customer.
•
•

In the past, either you outright bought the technology or leased it.
Now, with SaaS as a viable emerging option, you pay as you go.1

SaaS and the numerous emerging SaaS business solution offerings are taking the
concept far beyond first‐generation application functionality and deployment. SaaS
alternatives are now in a prime position to service mission‐critical business
applications and operations for small, mid‐size and large firms. (Microsoft and its
partners, for example, offer Exchange, CRM and
SharePoint services over the Web – and the application
The fundamental
offerings won’t stop there.) And contrary to conventional
shift is well underway
wisdom, small firms to mid‐sized firms are probably the
how IT hardware,
most likely to make the commitment to move their
software and
business‐critical operations over to a SaaS‐delivered
professional services
application model. Time to market and lower costs are the
are being acquired,
primary drivers behind the adoption rate.
used and paid for
today. The ECM
industry is finally
beginning to embrace
the change.

Think about it for just a moment: Is anybody in your
organization eager to spend hundreds of thousands of
dollars on any IT solutions in today’s economic climate?
Or, alternatively, if you had a similar IT solution offered in
a pay‐as‐you‐go model for a few thousand a month, which
option would you seriously consider? Do you want the solution today, or are you
going to wait until the economy bounces back?
1

No doubt you have heard of Salesforce.com. It has nailed SaaS as a viable delivery option
for Customer Relationship Management software (CRM). Microsoft CRM is another vendor
to watch in the CRM SaaS arena.
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Industry analysts define this business‐driven model of integrated software and
services as "SaaS 2.0” (also referred to by Microsoft as Software Plus Services and
others as Cloud Computing) Analysts see it as creating enormous, new
opportunities in delivering lower‐cost IT application services and business
management solutions worldwide.
As a result of these ongoing changes in the way software and solutions are
delivered, there will be a fundamental change in the way customers desire to use
the next generation of computing technologies — including ECM.

With SaaS, customers
have an enormous
opportunity to gain
competitive IT
advantages for far
few dollars than ever
before.

You, the customers of SaaS‐based applications, have the
opportunity to gain enormous competitive advantages to
mission‐critical applications for far fewer dollars than
ever before. And, from a time‐to‐market perspective,
there is just no comparison between bringing up a SaaS‐
based application versus the traditional belabored,
deadline‐fraught, time‐consuming and never‐ending
CapEx budgeting and appropriation process of a full
software installation.

Aren’t you tired of beating your head against the wall, trying to get that six‐figure
budget approved for your ECM solution? The time‐to‐market difference is
substantial — measured in days or weeks instead of months, quarters or years. Isn’t
the SaaS option beginning to sound rather compelling, and wouldn’t that option be
something your employees and management team would find a rather interesting
option and possibly even embrace?
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The Promises of SaaS
Let’s review a short list of the fundamentals:
1. Minimal downtime, 24‐7 access, no more upgrades, service patches and
hot fixes to install
2. Time‐to‐market measured in days or weeks, not months or quarters
3. No CapEx, minimal upfront costs
4. No recurring software or hardware maintenance contracts
5. A world‐class data center with more than sufficient ping, power and pipe,
with a minimum of N+1 Redundancy Factor
6. SAS Level I & SAS Level II certifications
7. Tier IV rating from Uptime Institute — no single point of failure
8. Redundant dual uplinks directly connected to a global IP backbone
9. Comprehensive security strategy including but not limited to:
24‐7 On‐premise support
Security breach alarms
Biometric palm scan

Continuous closed‐circuit video surveillance
Electronic card key access
Individual personal access code

10. Data center quality servers

11. Backup and disaster recovery plans that work
12. Alternative software/services/hardware pricing strategies that are
compelling enough to buyers to purchase now rather than later.
Think about that value proposition for a moment … can your firm afford to build
out an ECM or Capture solution with that kind of SaaS value proposition behind
it?

SaaS: A Compelling Value Proposition
Let’s revisit some of the other harsh realities of an on‐premise solution model: You
are still left with having to put in place the necessary infrastructure to operate the
ECM application — people, processes, support systems, and of course, vendor
software and equipment. After that initial capital contribution, it’s your job to
budget each and every year thereafter for your ongoing support maintenance
contracts, software upgrades, hardware/servers/OS refreshes, patching, hot‐fixes,
etc.
In a SaaS model, you typically are not required to procure any hardware or software;
you sign a multi‐year agreement, pay a nominal setup charge, agree to a monthly
recurring fee and away you go. And of course, you are out of the business of
upgrades (hardware and software), patches and hot‐fixes. Remember, all that non–
money making series of necessary events and tasks to maintain an on‐premise
solution must be performed one way or another.
So this SaaS alternative is all sounding pretty good, but can it be done within the
ECM industry?
© Copyright 2009 CAPSYS Technologies, LLC.
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That’s a great question. The answer is “It’s
getting better, but much more work needs
to be done.” Many ECM vendors are far
behind the times, and the story gets even
worse with legacy vendors in the Capture
business.
The reason is rather obvious. Their
software is old; it was never designed to
work over the Web, and they appear to be
scrambling to put band‐aids, pieces and
parts together to get them there sooner rather than later. Some of the firms have
been bought and sold several times over the years, and product revisions have
suffered as a result of other acquisition priorities or lack of R&D. The fact is when
you begin to take these companies and products apart, you will discover some
alarming holes, not only within their product architecture but also within their
business models (more on that subject later).
As previously mentioned, most ECM industry members have been dragging their
feet and have fallen short in providing ECM services over the Web. Very few offer it.
FileBound (from MarexGroup) and SpringCM have taken the lead in the industry by
far. Hats off to both firms for being the innovators and remaining committed the
market and industry transformation process that we are all currently facing. Hyland
On‐Base is working hard in this area, too. While these companies are largely thought
of as Content Management players instead of Document Capture vendors, this
development still indicates that the industry is beginning to see a need for SaaS in
the ECM market. We’ll put our money on their horses and bet that their respective
business strategies will pay off for them in the long run.
Here is a rather quick and simple test of SaaS go‐to‐market readiness you can
perform with the Capture vendors yourself: When you are engaged with a Capture
software sales rep, keep the conversation rooted within the framework of the
traditional CapEx on‐premise model. Make no mention that you have an interest in
exploring the use of their Capture offering in a SaaS model — until you have finalized
your product and service pricing with the on‐premise model. Leave the SaaS card in
your hip pocket, so to speak. When you have reached a final agreement on the
CapEx costs, then and only then take “that SaaS‐ey thing” out of your hip pocket and
ask the sales rep to price that same solution using a pay‐as‐you‐go model. You will
see the sales rep’s mouth drop to the floor and his or her face turn a ghostly white in
color. In fact, you may even have to perform CPR!
The point here is that many Capture software vendors are largely behind the times
compared to the rest of the IT industry. Resellers are probably in a much better
position to address the SaaS opportunity with alternative products, and the legacy
© Copyright 2009 CAPSYS Technologies, LLC.
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manufacturers may actually be losing market without even knowing it. The
manufacturers’ business, product and service delivery models simply are not ready
for primetime as it relates to the SaaS market opportunity. You will have to dig
deeper into the market to find the newer, more innovative vendors (such as CAPSYS,
MarexGroup, Hyland, SpringCM and their respective partner channels) to service
your SaaS demand. You’ll probably have to go beyond the usual industry analysts to
find them, as well.

A Final Pearl of Wisdom on the Subject of SaaS
Even if you are not fully convinced at this point in time that you should embrace a
SaaS‐based ECM solution (Capture, Workflow, Repository, Storage, etc.) for
whatever business or technical reasons, at least contemplate the following thought:
You do not have to make an all‐or‐nothing
SaaS‐based ECM deployment decision. If
there is any one component of ECM to take a
chance on, it would be Capture — assuming,
of course, the Capture vendor you choose
offers a SaaS software delivery model.
Why is Capture viable in SaaS form? As
stated earlier, Capture is the on‐ramp to ECM. Capture is not the repository or final
resting place for your content. It is entirely within the realm of business and
technical possibilities to maintain your Content Server within your own data center,
but utilize a SaaS‐based Capture solution.
If you are looking to save money, a SaaS‐based
Capture Software alternative is the most logical place
to start. It could save you tens of thousands of dollars
in needless software costs, annual maintenance and
support agreements. (When you try it and it works,
you will have done yourself and your organization a
big favor, and will then be positioned to take the step
toward moving the Content Server to a SaaS mode.)

Remember, it is not an
all‐or‐nothing decision
with respect to SaaS
versus on‐premise ECM
deployments.

Remember, if you are working with the right ECM vendor, you should have the
flexibility to choose either option (on‐premise or SaaS) at any point during the
relationship. That means that if three months from now you change your mind and
want to bring the SaaS solution back in‐house within your own data center, you
should have the flexibility to do so (or vice versa for that matter).
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Dollars and Sense:
Distributed, Web‐Based Capture to the Rescue
Shhh! The Secret Costs
of Centralized Capture
Here is a secret nobody wants to talk about,
but we’ll break the silence. The major
Document Capture vendors (and ECM
vendors who might offer a bundled Capture
product) purposefully do not want the market
to shift toward Distributed Capture because it
ruins their licensed revenue pricing
models. Here’s the proof.

Per Click Counts, Seat Licenses and Server Licenses — Oh My!
The fact is that legacy vendors really like (actually, “cherish” is a more suitable word)
getting the per‐click charges for each page scanned through those monstrous IBML
and Kodak scanners versus a compact, four‐hundred‐dollar workgroup
scanner. Think about it:
• That IBML or Kodak mainframe scanner pumps through a lot more
paper than any desktop scanner can (go ahead and group a bunch of
desktop scanners together; it will take a large quantity of them to
produce the same number of page clicks that a huge, mainframe‐class
scanner can output).
• When you install a few of the mainframe scanners, you’ll be required
to scan an enormous amount of paper you never intended to scan —
all those bar code, patch code and document separator pages that
you need in a centralized environment to keep the scanners running
at rated speeds — page counts you didn’t know you had to pay for!
• Did your scan operators incorrectly scan a few hundred batches, or
thousands of pages, and your operators had to rescan? That will cost
you a few additional click charges!
Another problem: The vendors haven’t quite figured out how to account for Web
browser‐based users. (If there is no software to install, they can’t count the per seat
user.) Their solution is to encourage you to install thick client‐based applications so
they can get revenue for each seat license sold. The concept of a Web‐based user or
occasional user scares them, as it has the potential to crush their future revenue
streams. Whether you use the capture application frequently or occasionally, they
want that license revenue, and they will require you to pay for it.
© Copyright 2009 CAPSYS Technologies, LLC.
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Did you know that the bigger the scanner you attach to a software application, the
more money it is going to cost you? That’s right. It’s similar to the proposed Carbon
Emissions Tax in the U.S. Because you, the consumer, might need a high‐volume
scanner, the capture software vendors penalize your business for the processing of
all that paper through that big scanner, so they tax — we mean charge — you more
for the software license. (The recurring maintenance fees are more expensive, too,
of course!)
It really has nothing to do with features and functionality, but be prepared because
they’ll argue that you can’t possibly do the same things that you can do in
production Capture when using a Web‐based Capture system. That’s because either
they most likely do not have a true, Web‐based Document Capture application to
offer you, and/or it has everything to do with the financial reasons already explained
that are directly tied to their revenue goals. It is somewhat analogous to the auto
companies dragging their feet on bringing to market alternative energy vehicles.
Does this sound vaguely familiar?
Let’s talk about the server licenses. If you haven’t priced them, watch out, and be
prepared for sticker shock! Remember, from the vendor’s perspective, you should
pump as much volume through their server as possible, so they can drive that
monthly or annual license volume through the roof, and you’ll pay for it. Even if by
chance they do offer a Web client, it no doubt will be required to connect into their
server backbone so they can implement per‐click charge(s). That’s why the
conversation early in the sales cycle from the manufacturer will quickly gravitate to
the question, “Can you tell me what your expected monthly or annual volumes will
be?” which directly equates to revenue recognition for them.
And yet more costs: here are some other thoughts to consider that surely will
increase your costs: test development licenses, intelligent character recognition
(ICR) and optical character recognition (OCR), advanced forms export modules,
remote scanning indexing‐only users, quality assurance monitoring administration,
fault tolerance and other features, all on top of the page count and service license
charge. Are you beginning to get the idea of what is going on here?
Here is the coup de grace (as if these business issues weren’t enough): Analyze that
software maintenance agreement language carefully. It is not widely known that
some vendors have introduced a concept of automatic CPI increases that usually
range between 3 and 5 percent per annum. That means you can expect the cost of
your software maintenance bill to increase each and every year, regardless of
whether your volumes and usage of the software remain constant. The bottom line:
Be sure you know what you and your organization are getting yourselves into when
you begin talking with vendors.
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The Real Requirements of Centralized Capture
Add these to the licensing and other hidden costs:
• Create another cost center for your organization;
• Increase your fuel, transportation and shipping
costs;
• Hire dedicated staff;
• Increase turn‐around times for your customers,
trading partners and employees;
• Increase chances of losing or misplacing more
documents;
• Build out additional space and address
environmental requirements
• Buy big, expensive, document scanners with
expensive, recurring annual maintenance
agreements;
• Buy expensive software to run the scanners at
their rated speeds

Distributed Document Scanning (Including via the Web!)
Why Not?
Here is a thought for the day: Shift the costs
outward where the problem originates,
potentially even to the point where the costs
will be moved entirely outside your
organization.
Ah‐ha! Capture at point of origin — what a
novel idea! Are you stating to yourself that’s
not possible in your business? You might
remember President Reagan had a sign on his desk that read: “It can be done!” He
taught us that we could do great things, impossible things.
Why wouldn’t you do everything in your power to attempt to shift the burden of
Capture back to where the document originates? That is the most logical place to
start and the ideal way to keep your overall costs down.
• You will eliminate all of those ground shipping costs. If you keep the physical
documents from ever showing up on your loading dock, you’ll never have to
buy that huge, expensive capital equipment.
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•
•

You won’t have to pay an inordinate amount for the software application to
run, recurring maintenance fees, plus all the facilities and labor to staff the
multi‐shift operation.
You won’t have to hire all that labor to prep, scan and de‐prep the
documents.

Selecting Distributed Capture is a sound decision, especially when you understand
the added costs inherent to Centralized Capture models (see sidebar above).
An analogy: the ATM — Consider the banking industry for a moment: It is a lot
cheaper for everybody involved for your bank to accept your payroll deposit
automatically via ACH versus your driving to the bank, walking into the brick‐and‐
mortar facility, filling out a deposit slip, and having the teller make the deposit for
you.
When the ATM industry first emerged, nobody believed people would do business
with a bank through a machine!2
In the Document Capture arena, it just doesn’t make a lot of economic sense (with
or without a strong economy) to embrace a centralized scanning model. The paper
simply does not need to be close in proximity to the central office to implement a
cost‐effective and efficient Document Capture strategy. It has nothing to do with
the proclaimed lack of features or functionality in a Web‐based, Distributed Capture
application, either.
Rather, perhaps it all relates to greed, an old and tired business model, or the lack of
innovation from the existing software providers.

Read more about Distributed, Web‐Based Document Capture in a second white
paper by CAPSYS Technologies: Effective and Efficient Distributed, Web‐Based
Document Capture Architecture

2

The first ATM machine, the “Docuteller,” was introduced in 1969 by Docutel, and installed
at New York’s Chemical Bank. Docutel met initial resistance from bankers. Noted in
http://www.atm24.com/newssection/industry%20news/timeline%20‐
%20the%20atm%20history.aspx.
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Paul E. Szemplinski is president and co‐founder of CAPSYS
Technologies, LLC. ‐ a leading software company providing
Distributed, Web‐Based Document Capture solutions for the
Enterprise Content Management industry.
For more information, contact CAPSYS at: info@capsystech.com

www.capsystech.com
6755 Earl Drive, Suite 207
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Telephone: (877) 322‐7797
Inquiries via e‐mail: info@capsystech.com

About CAPSYS
CAPSYS® is the leading developer of Web‐based document capture software. The company’s flagship
product, CAPSYS® CAPTURE, can easily and efficiently capture documents from anywhere at any time
around the world in a safe and secure environment while eliminating the cost and complexity of
supporting additional IT hardware and software environments.
CAPSYS solutions are offered both in the form of Software as a Service (“SaaS”) hosted in the
convenience of our secure data center, or as a traditional “on‐premise” purchase.
To learn more about us or about our proven products, please call 877‐322‐7797 or visit

www.capsyscapture.com.
CAPSYS CAPTURE fully supports the TWAIN standard for image acquisition devices. For more
information, please visit www.twain.org.

Editor’s Note:
For further information, contact:
Susan Duensing, CBC
Telephone: (847) 639‐8300
e‐mail: susan@rurelevant.com
CAPSYS Logo, CAPSYS CAPTURE, Quick Server Extensions are either trademarks, service marks or registered
trademarks of CAPSYS Technologies, LLC. All other trademarks referenced are the properties of their respective
owners. Unauthorized use of the content may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, the laws of privacy and
publicity, and communications regulations and statutes.
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